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Philips lumea prestige review

Painful hair removal appointments and frequent shaving sessions can be quite exhausting and not to mention costly and time-consuming. Today, we're going to do an in-depth review of the new Philips Lumea Prestige Hair Removal device to determine if it's a worthy purchase. How does Philips Lumea
IPL technology work? So is there a way to say goodbye to grueling hair removal treatments? Yes. Intense Pulsed Light (IPL), along with laser treatment, is the only long-term solution to minimize and ultimately stop hair growth. It works on the idea that light energy is absorbed by areas of high
pigmentation like your hair, which is then heated. Heat then damages the follicle, eventually slowing hair growth. However, unlike laser treatments, which comprise only one particular wavelength, IPL has multiple wavelengths that the skin effectively absorbs. The technology uses a high-power portable
device that provides an intense, broad-spectrum pulse of light, usually in the visible spectral range of 400 to 1200 nm. IPL treatments work best for those with dark hair, as those with thicker and darker hair absorb much better light, giving better results. We recently took the top IPL devices from the market
for a test drive, so we could share all the pros and cons. Philips Lumea Prestige user review (Model BRI953)Does Philips Lumea IPL work? Yes. Philips has demonstrated that users can see up to 92% reduction in hair growth with only three treatments of its product. The Philips Lumea Prestige is the first
IPL device that comes with curved accessories for every part of the body – four accessories for face, body, axares and bikinis. That's super convenient! The device has the SmartSkin sensor that recommends the ideal setting for your skin tone, thus helping to achieve the best results. Convenient, wireless
design for easy operation. Long-lasting use – Flashes should last more than 15 years of use. The Lumea Prestige beats most other devices on the market. Incredibly easy to use and very easy to useUncredibly fast! You can treat a full leg in just 7 minutes. Excellent customer support. You will receive
reliable, immediate and expert advice. You'll receive a helpful treatment calendar along with a how-to how to make useful guide app, with a 100-day money back guarantee. More comfortable, and less painful, than many other devices. Is there any care with Philips Lumea? Expensive – but offers more
benefits than any other device on the market. Check out the latest price here. The battery life is a bit short – which means it needs to be recharged with Some customers have complained about the effectiveness of the skin tone sensor, although we have no problems. What to expect on the Bri953 model?
When you purchase Philips Lumea Prestige IPL for waxing, you can expect the package to contain the following items:Philips items:Philips Prestigious hair removal device1 cm curved square body with body accessory 3 cm curved armpit 3 cm curved square bikini attachment bikini 2 cm square flat
dressingVesties bag Hair Removal App slide Cleaning fabric Manualinstructional Energy package along with a cable 2 meters longOf all the devices we reviewed , this is one of the most complete packages, with all the accessories you need for complete body treatment! Check out the latest prices here.
Can Philips IPL work on dark, light skin? You can use Philips Lumea Prestige on both the face and body with light to medium dark skin tones. Works well in the colors of black, brown, dark brown and dark blonde hair. However, you can't wear it on red, light blonde, white or gray hair, as well as black and
darker skin tones. In addition, the product should not be used on black or brown spots such as warts, warts and birthmarks. This is a common limitation for most devices, as darker skin tones will absorb much of the light, potentially causing burns. Fortunately, there are some options for darker skin. Can
you use Philips Lumea once a week? Philips Lumea Prestige makes use of IPL technology, which is safe for use at home on both the face and body. Minimizes and hinders hair growth with each treatment. Eventually, hair growth stops and periodic use will keep your beard and without fuzz-free. You will
need about 4 to 5 treatments to see significant results. And yes, with proper care and instructions below, you can use this product as often as once a week. You will receive a minimum of 250,000 flashes of the Philips IPL device, covering a body area of 1,025,000 square cm when using the 4.1 cm square
accessory. In simpler words, you can benefit from 200 full body treatments (axams, full legs, face and bikini line) or more than 15 years of monthly refill treatments. This is a much longer service life than most devices on the market! The treatments don't hurt much, but they look like a warm elastic band
hitting your skin in certain areas, such as behind the knees and bikini area. Philips Lumea has been developed with 14 years of research and meets all FDA and EU safety standards that are required for household appliances. And obviously Philips is a highly regarded brand, so there are no concerns
about reliability. However, it is important to do a skin test on each treatment area using safe intensity levels for your skin. If you are pale-skinned and all five intensities are suitable for you, it means you should do your skin test with each determine the best fit. The skin tone sensor on this device is a pure
feature that ensures safety by recommending the ideal level to use. You don't have to guess, and it's especially effective if your skin tone changes with the body part or with seasons. You don't have to activate the skin tone sensor once you you familiar with the device, you can use the up/down controls
and set the intensity manually. The sensor will then check for an appropriate skin tone periodically throughout the treatment process. Keep in mind that your skin should completely cover the flash window or it will not flash completely. This security system means that you can not accidentally blink in open
space, as near your eyes. This is a huge bonus for security, and one of the main reasons I love this device comes from a reputable brand, so you can depend on security. It was built to last a long time, so it won't need replacement for many years. Comes with all the accessories you could need. And it's a
great design, makes it one of the easiest and most comfortable devices to use! So if you are looking for quality and have the budget, this would definitely be my choice! You can check the current price here. Does Philips Lumea work? I researched this extensively before buying my IPL machine and, I
really couldn't get a direct answer. So I decided to go ahead, buy one and write a Philips Lumea review myself. It took me over a year to write this. Not because I'm lazy. or because I've been sitting at home marveling at my silky soft legs. It's because my review is mixed and I wanted to give Philips Lumea
a good run for his money before coming to a conclusion. Philips Lumea Review - the short answerThe complete kit. The zapper, battery and four heads for different parts of the body. If you're impatient and want the summary version of whether the Philips Lumea IPL works, my best answer in short is: yes,
but not as well as you probably expect or expect. I know, that's not the most useful answer, but you'll understand why when you read the detailed review below. For me (and many other people leaving comments for Philips IPL at home), it is one of those products that has a list of pros and cons and
whether it is worth buying and trying comes down to your specific needs and, let's face it, body hair. Should you buy it? I would lean towards yes because it significantly reduced my body hair and over the course of a year, it is paid for by itself versus waxing. There are a lot of other benefits as well. But it's
going to make you hair-free? The answer is no. However, no hair removal machine at home will do this. And any publicity material that tells you otherwise is telling big, fat, hairy lies. Now I'm going to jump to full review. I won't bother to get into what is IPL hair removal or the fact that it can only be used by
people with certain skin tones and hair color. I assume you already know that. Otherwise, click these links above, if don't do that. You can check Philips Lumea prices here for Amazon UK or here for Amazon USA. The advance offers of Black Friday 2020 amazon black friday is by far the best time to buy
your Philips Philips seen at the beginning of Black Friday deals on Amazon with prices as low as £200 (for an older model) which is and absolute theft. I recommend keeping an eye on the prices of all models in the next month or so. You can check prices on Amazon UK here. And Amazon USA and the
rest of the world here. Philips Lumea Review in detailIn the top, the intensity of the laser. It seems to suggest a 4-5 for my dark brown hair. A word about sponsorship: I paid for my Philips Lumea with my own money. I wasn't paid or sponsored by Philips to write this. If you buy Philips Lumea via a link on
this page, I will make a small commission (at no additional cost to you). But that didn't influence my Philips Lumea review at all. If that happened, you'd be about to read a brilliant review of go buy it along with photoshopped photos of sleek and smooth legs instead of the jagged fuzz in my dry vein, lallies
shells. Warning: I get personal. I used my Philips Lumea machine on my legs, axamais and bikini area. In reference to the latter, and removing hair from that area, I'll give you some straight forward details that can make any reader more conservative feel a little uncomfortable. I apologize and hope you
can slide reads the pieces that make you squirm. You, however, will be happy to know that there are no photos of any intimate area – this is not *that* type of blog. What I include below are some pictures of my axáras and legs a few weeks after doing IPL (after doing some courses of it). I haven't edited
the photos and they're not pretty – pale legs that are in desperate need of some sun and I'm the first person to take a series of selfies in the axares? It's not easy to do, I can tell you. Why I wanted to try IPL at home I'm very hairy. Okay, I said. Sure, I'm British, but I have dark hair and it gets darker the
further south you go, if you know what I mean. I travel too. Very much. Sometimes for months at a time. And usually for places that are hot, hot, hot. So I don't usually want to carry a women's rug around my underwear or nestled in the pit of my arm. Not in 30 to 40 degree heat. No, sir, no. Add the fact
that I often go to developing countries. or countries where I don't speak the language and you can start to see why getting a regular wax is a challenge. You're not convinced? Here are some of my worst experiences of waxing and waxing abroad: watching the waxing lady put the hot wax used back in the
pan after she took my legs out in Bolivia. I had open wounds in the form of mosquito bites at the time. Years of worry I had a communicable disease every time I had any of flu or cold symptom, being waxed with strips of jeans in India. That would have been nice if it wasn't worn/worn jeans and it doesn't
give like hell, having an old-fashioned veet band applied to my bikini area that didn't remove a bit of hair was so old and and The beautician persisted like this for half an hour before turning to the tweezers (Peru).laughing like a friend (in the same room because, 'without space') had wax pulled from her
ass cheeks with sheets of A4 paper. She just wanted her legs to do it. Paper cuts at play (Cambodia).agreeing with a wax and finding out it was actually a threading (Vietnam).me giving bruises because I thought I could use microwave wax like all the other ladies did on the Espanha.me burning in a place I
can't even talk about trying hair removal cream 'down there' when I had gotten too tired with my hair removal experiences abroad, but wanted to go to the beach (Mexico). And all this is not to mention the dwed ingrow. I suffer terribly with hair jammed in my bikini area. Given that I usually go to a Brazilian
wax, I lost count of the number of products (and amount of money I spent) on post-wax/shaving/waxing gels, creams and balms. Some work better than others, but none work completely. Which often leaves me with red lumps, bumps and spots. Painful and, I'm not afraid of being vanity, very unattractive.
What about the professional IPL? I'm probably in the same boat as the rest of you - I wouldn't have any trouble going to professional iPL... if anyone was going to pay for it. I researched the price of professional laser hair removal before buying my Philips Lumea and there was a huge cost difference. The
IPL charges per area and is around £1,000 per zone (equivalent to $1,500). That would be around £3,000 to treat my lower legs, bikini and axaria. I suspect it would be more if I wanted more than just my bikini 'line' exploded. And that's not taking into account the upper leg. It is noteworthy that the price of
professional IPL is for a finite number of treatments – 8 – which means that recharge treatments at extra cost are likely. And most importantly, it still doesn't promise to make you hair-free. In fact, I can expect up to a maximum of 90% deforestation only. Compared to a Philips Lumea at around £300,
which also doesn't promise full hair removal, but can be used for endless sessions, it wasn't easy to give Philips Lumea a chance. Choosing the best laser hair removal machine It is probably fair to say that Philips Lumea is the market leader in home hair removal machine. Of course, I did my research
and considered buying the cheapest Braun product because it was another brand I had heard of. But it was just a little cheaper and reviews from Philips Lumea tend to suggest that it performed better. I am also a fan of Philips products more generally. I have their hue lamps in my house ('Alexa, turn off
the room light... because I'm too idle to get out of bed') I use the PHILIPS SAD Lamp in winter and for jet lag because... winter and jet lag and more recently I have squandered on USB USB charging to travel. I've always thought philips products deliver better compared to cheaper alternatives I've tried.
What about much cheaper IPL machines? Although I haven't tried any of them, I would seriously save your money. The Philips Lumea didn't make me as permanently hair-free as I expected and they are regularly touted as the best IPL machine for home use. If philips can't make it all go away, I'd bet that
a half-price machine won't do the job better. Of course, I'm always open to being wrong, so let me know if you found the elusive unicorn of a good but cheap IPL machine. For the record, I ended up buying philips lumea prestige. Why this machine? Quite simply, it was what was on offer on Amazon when I
hit buy on Black Friday. IPL machines are the perfect purchase on Black Friday or during holiday season sales. I saved over £100 on my machine, which made the decision to try iPL at home much easier. Set your expectations for iPL at home What's the point in playing down £300-£500/$500-$600 if that
won't make you hair free? That was my biggest deliberation when I was trying to decide whether to buy a Philips Lumea or not. But here's the thing, even if the £3,000 professional laser treatment won't remove your hair permanently or entirely. Nothing is. Or at least nothing you want to try. Skinning,
anyone? So it's important to set your expectations. Doing IPL is not about getting 100% hair free. It is about reducing hair thickness and growth to a more maintainable level. I have a good and long list of professionals coming up – focus on them. And also compare iPL with your current hair removal
system. I can almost guarantee it will be better, simple and cheaper in the long run. My Philips Lumea IPLQuality experience from the Philips LumeaOut box, the IPL machine has a high-quality feel – smooth, ergonomic appearance and, best of all, a clean bag to put everything in and keep the various
attachment heads safe. It's quite compact, although the battery in the plug is huge, so it often takes up more than one space on my power bank. Unfortunately, I usually pack light so it's general too big and heavy for me to take on my travels, which means I still need to plan my IPL sessions around being
at home, but for most people it won't be a problem. Philips Lumea InstructionsThe application. The intrusion manual is horrible. Actually, I think my car's manual is shorter and absorbent with fewer safety warnings. Fortunately, there is a free app that is much easier to use. The phase of ipl hair zapping out
of the box, it took me less than 5 minutes to prepare and ready to pluck my The general idea is that you give your hair a good and consistent zap on the initial stage and then enter a maintenance program. The initial phase takes about 4-5 sessions every two two So about 8-10 weeks assuming you're
diligent, which I was - because I wanted those hairs gone. The science behind the initial phase is that each follicle has two hairs and they grow at different rates. I knew that for years of waxing. When zapping the blighters over a period of 8-10 weeks, make sure to get all of them at each growth stage. The
maintenance phase of the IPL You should then give yourself a refill blast every 4-8 weeks to keep your hair away. Was it easy to use Philips Lumea? For me this is too big to take on my travels but if you pack a large suitcase, you could take it with you. The machine itself I would give a 9/10 at ease of use.
Turn it on and select the right head (each corresponds to a part of the body with useful images). Enter 'inspector' mode and hold the head of the machine over the part of your body so that it can choose a setting that is right for skin and hair color in that area. So zap away. You can do this by pressing the
trigger to zap, then repositioning to the next area, and zapping again. In the case of larger areas like legs, you can keep your finger on the trigger and just move your head over your legs. When finished, change your head to the next part of the body, inspect for the right intensity, and go again. Tips:you
don't need a white pencil to mark the areas – it blocks the laser (I mention this because there are many articles about it on the inter webs);it's faster (you'll have less reload time between each zap) if you use the connected Lumea – the zaps will be almost instantaneous. Tip needed – I fight for the head of
the leg to align with the thinnest parts of my leg, especially around the shin. There's not enough width/meat from my shin for the machine to make contact. That means I have to point the IPL at strange angles to make it work. I find this the most frustrating part of using Philips Lumea so any welcome tips
on how to do this better. Is IPL painful? Ready... Objective... Fire... Answer - yes and no. In my axares I feel zero pain. On my legs, a couple of zings that people compared to having an elastic band popping on you. I didn't think it was so bad. on my legs. But oh Lord Lord makes it hurt down there. Now, I
may be doing this against all sensible advice, but I'm trying to achieve a Brazilian bikini wax effect, so I'm zapping everywhere (though absolutely not the internal areas that a waxing lady can get her wax in but definitely my lips (or lips if we're being less formal). The level of pain around my thighs and the
upper front of my parts is not so bad, but as I start tracking more low, the pain intensifies dramatically. Or at least do it for me. I wish I had the pain of being grabbed by an elastic band, but the kind of band that is as wide as a car and that was taken about a mile away. The disadvantage is the It requires
pointing out some kind of weapon-shaped device at its own female parts and knowing that it will feel like being shot with 1,000 elastic bands. On the bright side, it's fast. Super fast. Much faster than a Brazilian wax and in less than 6 yelps (3 on each side), it's done. See you next time. Tips: if you're not
doing anything vaguely Brazilian, I'm sure you'll feel low for no pain. I take the intensity level down as I reach my most sensitive areas. I had to trade fewer results for less pain because if not I just can't do it to myself. and as for having the right Brazilian form? I've been using a skimmed thong backwards.
It also makes me feel like I'm protecting the very sensitive internal parts from accidentally being shot. A word about pre-care. You have to remove all the hair from the area you zap before doing so. If you don't, not only is it less effective, you'll smell a lot of singed hair. (Do you really want your neighbors to
smell something burning and call the firedepartment while you use a g-rope backand pointing a machine like a gun at yourself? Oh, what's that? You do... go for it then.) When I started, the advice was to shave, which I hate in my bikini area because it causes horrible hair. I just re read it and apparently
shaving is also ok, which is good news because I get less annoyed. But at the same time, it becomes a whammy double of time and cost. So I usually stick with the cheapest shaving option as I assume most people will. I wear a cheap bikini sider before using Lumea (Philips, interestingly – promise that
this is not sponsored). For my legs and axares, I use a simple disposable razor. How long does the IPL take? The Philips Lumea was very easy to pick up (as a skill, not just physically) and after a few sessions it would take less than 5 minutes to do the two armpits.less than 5 minutes to make my bikini
area (more time if you spend time singing 'I can't do it – be brave – I can't do that'). You probably need to add an extra minute per leg if you're 6 feet tall.) So definitely less than 30 minutes to do these areas, including setting up and putting off the IPL. Does Philips Lumea work? I am very pleased with the
lack of hair growth on my legs. It took some effort, but now I can go weeks without thinking about maintaining the hair of the legs. And we're completely back to the summary at the beginning. Does Philips Lumea work? Answer: yes and no. If I had written this review after the initial stage, this would have



been filled with comments of no if waste of time, waste of money. I was genuinely disappointed. My hair didn't look any different. Knowing it was too late to send the IPL machine back, I decided to give it another full chance. And that's when I started seeing results. I know if I'm hurting myself doing this
(Hopefully not and nothing has happened to my skin in the year I've been doing this), but I think some early treatment phases are necessary to really have a noticeable impact on your hair. There are whole and large areas on my legs that are now completely hair-free. Too bad i can't disappear my veins
either. I imagine the results will vary from person to person and body area to body area, but after three initial treatments with breaks in the middle (some caused by lack of motivation, some due to travel), my hair reached a point where it was noticeably irregular. It is not ideal for your female garden if it is
being visited regularly and you need to explain that you do not have alopecia downstairs. Or worse, something transmissible (I still worry about this wax in Bolivia). But in terms of bringing a women's rug to a warm country, it was remarkably cooler (and, sorry to be disgusting but less sweaty) down there.
Meanwhile, I buried the lead because my legs and armpits reached almost hairless states (having adjusted my expectation and knowing that I wasn't going to get hair free). After these initial treatments, my armpit hairs have become wisps that friends genuinely tell me they can't see, even when I'm
paranoid that I looked like a yeti. And when I went to have my legs shaved professionally (as part of a combi-wax for a wedding), the shaved joked about my legs: there's nothing there to shave. There are still some spots (inner calf) where the hairs still grow, but it takes a few weeks until they are
noticeable enough for me to do anything with them. Overall, it was a pretty significant win, with better results possible if I could just persist in throwing elastic bands in my bikini area. It's worth noting where I was hairy before I started The IPL – I was shaving for about 10 years (legs and armpits). I rarely
look a razor in my legs, but regularly shaved my axas between waxing sessions. I was slower to the waxing table with my bikini area (pain and embarrassment were factors), so there was definitely more work to be done. Along with the fact that these hairs are fiercer anyway and I wasn't surprised to have
less success down there. What if you don't maintain the IPL? My armpits are more spy than hairy. I took this picture today and i genuinely can't remember the last time I shaved. I'd say weeks ago. Let's be honest, we all have a million other things to do besides waxing. Which is one of the reasons why we
want to do IPL in the first place. But here's the thing – both with IPL at home and with professional, this requires maintenance. And this is where I fell. Months passed and I dwelled on the confidence that I had pulled out my hair but month after month they began to gain strength. I shaved, I shaved, but,
especially in winter, I could not bring bring to stay in the cold and use my Philips Lumea. And the hair sits back. Not as strong as before, but enough that I've decided it's time to do another early stage – I've let things go from maintenance. I'm frustrated with myself. If I'd gotten hooked and spent only 30
minutes once a month, I'm sure I could have kept things under control. As it is, I'm not back to square one. At least I reduced my hair to work, but I need to do it in the first 8-10 weeks again. It's easy to see this as a disadvantage – regular maintenance – but at the same time, it's a huge advantage to have
the machine already there and pay and ready to go. I would have been much angrier if I had skipped maintenance on a £3,000 treatment and started to see their hair grow hard. Also on the bright side, my hair removal wife thinks I'm not far from a genuine maintenance routine. She saw how many of my
hair (even in my bikini area) weakened significantly. And that had the bonus of making my wax trips a little less painful. Is philips Lumea good? This is a close-up very close and we're still talking about the kind of straggles you get as a teenager.Compared to the user manual, the app is smooth. It is also
used to remind you of your next IPL session, to keep you on track. The problem arose when I skipped a session and couldn't see how to change the date (and therefore change more dates). After playing with it so I could write this review, it turns out that you go in and hit 'start treatment' and record the
new date for you. It's as simple as that, isn't it? I find the app a bit frustrating – it's helpful the first time it tells you what to expect, what to do and gives you some encouraging words for your hair zapping journey. But when you're doing your 3rd 'initial treatment' you don't want to have to touch through 6
screens for each part of the body just to record what was done. If you are organized enough, just use your calendar after the first sessions. Philips Lumea pros and consEsso looks pretty disgusting and hairy so closely. I took it on the same day as the other pictures of the axares above. I enlarged the
photo but, to be honest, this photo is so close to my armpit, that even Facebook doesn't invade my privacy so much. Pros of Philips Lumeait really thins and even kills many hairs, which the beard definitely does not go and the hair removal takes a long time to get I can spend weeks, even months without
thinking about dealing with the hair of my leg if I keep the IPL, my armpits become wisps of nothing is significantly cheaper than professional iplit faster than going to appointments for hair removal or IPLit is faster and , therefore, less painful than shaving there is no swelling of or wets or rash (assuming
the beard does not trigger triggers for you)it's less embarrassing than a wax (if it bothers you)you have the machine for life so you can dive back in and out as the mood takes you – you'll get slower results, but less commitment than professional ipli definitely recovered the cost in a year compared to
Philips Lumeait's hair removal commitments cons is not pain-free it's not 100% effective this requires persistence – over a year months and even years you have to remove the hair before using it, which is expensive if you choose to shave first is less effective in the bikini area compared to the legs or
axares (or at least it was for me)is really suitable for the most intimate parts of the bikini area?the leg accessory is not a good fit for bone shins you will never feel so soft after having a wax it's annoying so your commitment and therefore the lack of hair can waneyou need to time this just before sun
exposure (probably also true hair removal?) there are some areas to avoid – scars, mols, varicose veinsSo, that's my review Philips Lumea. If you want to go ahead and buy one, you can find some of the best prices usually on Amazon UK or Amazon USA. Try shopping around for a holiday and you are
likely to get a heavy discount. I hope my review helped. Let me know in the comments below if you have any questions or if you have your own opinions about using Philips Lumea.How does this Philips Lumea Review? Share on Pinterest... Pinterest...
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